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Val Rowe  

A unique, powerful, compelling and emotive 

read that will feature on my list of favourite 

books. Each page was a delight and I could not 

wait to turn over.  

I have never read a book quite like this and it 

will be etched in my memory forever. 

Recounted in a series of independent and vivid 

vignettes with simple, yet perfectly fitting titles, we 

learn about the events in the life of a fascinating 

child called Pearl of whom the nursery rhyme: '... 

and when she was good, she was very very good, 

but when she was bad she was horrid,' would fit 

perfectly. 

I was fascinated by the skill of the author who was 

able to convey chronological events, relationships 

within Pearl's family and friends and feelings so 

descriptively using this succinct style. I drooled over 

the phrases used and stopped several times in my 

reading to savour them. E.g. "Pearl has been thinking how all the long, sunny 

days rest closely up against each other like leaves in a huge book about dust, 

heat, melting pavements." 

How I despised Pearl at times but also identified with many of her childhood 

and adolescent thoughts, feelings and actions. 

Best of all... I never really knew what would happen next and am left with a 

feeling of mystery. 

Probably the best novel I have read for ages.  

 



 

Marjorie Lacy - you can find Marjorie on Facebook 

I loved this book, for me it is a five star! The nursery rhyme about 'when 

she is good, she is very very good, when she is bad, she is horrid', comes to mind. 

The story is about a little girl living in a disfunctional family and her struggles 

to understand. We watch her grow and come to adolescence, before our eyes. 

The writing is simply fantastic. One of my passions is trees, there were some 

great descriptive passages about the woods, hedgerows, fields, birds and 

flowers. Pearl had a lovely place to grow up in - this was her comfort and 

refuge. 

There are somethings to admire about Pearl, more to be shocked and surprised 

at...... 

This paper book feels and looks good. Its cover with a child hanging upside 

down from at tree, was like me, (I spent my childhood upside down, to my 

mother's dismay). I empathised straight away. Seeing it on a shelf I would have 

bought it, I feel fortunate to have received a review copy. 

I was surprised by the layout of the book, one page with a title, the opposite 

with 'what Pearl did' on that day'. It did not take long to adjust and realise as 

the publisher had  realised that 'less is more', it made the book more effective.  

I recommend this book. Many thanks to Deborah for an extraordinary book, her 

writing taking it to another level 

 

Rachel Aygin  

This book is so unusual. The reader is given quick glimpses into Pearl's 

childhood through a writing style which seems slightly disjointed but is perfect 

for capturing the almost unreal story. Through the short snippets we read we 

are submerged into Pearl's world and begin to understand Pearl's confusion in 

her life. I don't want to give away the plot. I thought I might not enjoy the 

book due to its unusual format but I was wrong and found myself 

drawn in to a read that was uncomfortable but strangely 

compelling.  Definitely worth a read. 

 

Nicola Lowes  

This is a very readable and exquisitely written book about a girl 

growing up in an unstable environment.  



I found that it was sometimes hard to tell who the protagonist was - Pearl or 

her mother - but I think this was deliberate. Sometimes I felt sympathy with 

Pearl but I also felt pity for her as she struggles to find her way in her world. 

Her different feelings towards her mother and father set the tone for how she 

views her life and what is important to her. The interplay with her friends as 

she grows up is very telling. She likes to be boss but then will often go off on her 

own secretively and leave them stranded. 

I would have like a bit more resolved at the end but it was just left open in the 

same tone as the rest of the book. 

I liked the structure of a page per chapter. This made it all the easier and 

quicker to read. 

 

Victoria Whish  

This is a wonderfully original, clever book. Told in snapshots, we 

follow the young protagonist, Pearl through a series of episodes as 

she grows into adolescence. Beautifully pitch perfect writing.  

My Mum and Sister-in-law would love this book purely because they love books 

with short chapters so this book, where each 'chapter' is a page long would be 

right up their street. 

Aside from its unusual structure, this is such an original, clever book which 

conveys such a lot from such small snapshots. Each word and sentence is 

perfectly placed to devastatingly good effect. 

Pearl, the protagonist is a wonderful creation; full of naughtiness, 

precociousness and the recognisable narcissism of childhood. We follow Pearl 

and her family as she grows into adolescence, through a series of episodes and 

events some of which are terrifying and uncomfortable to read and others 

which are incredibly sad and poignant. 

I completely love this book and can't help a sneaking admiration for Pearl as 

she struggles to cope with the unpredictability of living with a mentally ill 

Mother and negotiating the perils and pitfalls of growing up. 

I can't wait to read more from this author and as an aside, I have a sneaking 

feeling I was at Cardiff University when she was there! I hope that one day I 

can write such a wonderful book! 

 

 



Sharon Lowe  

I thoroughly enjoyed this book, easy to read, but you won't put it 

down until you finish. Sometimes sad , sometimes funny, you can see 

Pearl develop through the story,  worth taking a look.  

One of the best books I have read, hard hitting, yes , the style in which the story 

evolves suits it , making it easy to read and follow, sometimes it can be funny, 

sometimes sad, but at the same time honest and true. Well worth taking a look 

and readin,  thought provoking at the same time, I am sure that you will be 

thinking about it for quite a while afterwards. 

 

Megan Williams  

A biting, thought-provoking account of a young girl and her 

troubled path into adulthood.  

‘Reasons she goes to the Woods’ is a biting, thought-provoking account of Pearl, 

a young girl and her troubled path into adulthood. Deborah Kay Davies has 

used a unique structure throughout her novel, telling the tale in a series of 

chapters that are no longer than one page. Although only one page, each 

chapter is a glimpse into the intricate, troubled and sometimes sordid world 

that Pearl inhabits and each chapter grips like a claw and drags the reader in 

deeper. These short sharp chapters only further enhance the tension and 

intrigue prevalent in this work. Kay Davies in my view has a unique 

talent and writes with a beauty that is razor-sharp and painful in 

places. As a reader I experienced frustration for Pearl and at times sadness 

too. Although I was surprised and a little disappointed by the ending of the 

novel I am sure that it’s impossible to read this book and not be affected in some 

way, maybe others would find the ending fitting after all. This is a book I would 

highly recommend to all those that enjoyed ‘We need to talk about Kevin’ by 

Lionel Shriver. 

 

Daran Bellingham  

An unusual book that tells a young girls childhood years in one page 

chapters.  

A book for women, but also for certain men to read to become enlightened about 

what their womenfolk may be or had been like during their formative years. 

The book concerns a young girl called Pearl growing up presumably during her 

early to mid teenage years and  her relationships with her family and friends, 



there are mild sexual overtones to some of the story but they do seem relevant 

and are not controversial. 

 

Cathy Burman 

How do you solve a problem like ... Pearl? Goodness only knows! 

This book is very descriptive, which is something I really like in a book. I dont 

know about you but I think it helps you to become part of it and to sense, feel 

and smell what is going on. Each page is a story in itself , which makes it an 

incredibly easy read, but dare you turn the page to learn what happens next? 

Pearl will amuse you, she will endear herself to you, she will shock 

you and she will disgust you. She loves with a passion and she hates with a 

passion. She will do things other kids might consider,  but would never in this 

world carry out. Your emotions will be tested to the limit and by the end you too 

will wonder .. how on earth do you solve a problem like Pearl. I dare you to 

read it! I loved it. 

 

Lynne Morgan 

Wow, what an amazing story, made all the more powerful by being 

told from a child’s point of view. The story is set deep within a young girls 

mind, seeing the world through her eyes as she grows up, and making sense of it 

with her own logic - but it’s much more than that. 

Deborah Kay Davies manages to put you right inside Pearl’s mind and tell you 

what she is thinking with absolute extreme honesty, even though it may not 

always be what you would like to hear! Sometimes dark and disturbing, 

sometimes shockingly erotic, Pearl’s mind is a mirror of The Woods, where she 

often escapes when her thoughts or circumstances get too overwhelming for her 

to handle. 

There are glimpses of the people and the environment outside Pearl’s mind; her 

family and friends, her home, her school, her friend’s home, but these are on the 

periphery of importance compared to The Woods, and the author doesn’t waste 

precious words with lengthy descriptions of them. Instead, we learn everything 

necessary about them through Pearl’s often wicked thoughts. 

This story could change what you think is going on in a child’s mind, and the 

author tells it like it is. Her observations are keenly perceived and her words are 

focused and knife-sharp - it can’t help but leave a lasting impression! 



I hope we will be reading more from Deborah Kay Davies very soon! 

 

Charlotte Connolly  

The book follows a little girl called Pearl in short chapters throughout her life, 

but Pearl is not your average little girl. A good book for book clubs, once you've 

read it you want to talk about it.  

This is not the type of book I would normally pick up but I was intrigued by the 

controversy and wanted to have my own opinion. 

I loved the way this book was set out, the Vignettes set the pace for the story 

perfectly and to quote another review I've read every word seemed perfectly in 

its place. 

I'm having a hard time to review this book because I feel its the kind of book that 

you have to have a conversation about after both parties have read the book 

and each has formed their own opinion of Pearl and her life. 

There is something wrong with Pearl, that much is clear, but what I found more 

interesting about the book was questioning why she is like that and if certain 

other factors in her life were different would she still have been the same person. 

I found myself rooting for Pearl even though a lot of the stuff she does is very 

unlikable, which is a testament to the writing but I know other people have very 

different opinions on this. 

I'm very glad I read it as despite the subject matter I found the story 

very engaging, I recommend you to read for yourself and form your 

own opinion. 

 

Sue Muir 

I really enjoyed this book although it is very disturbing and 

particularly grim in parts.  It is however extremely well written and 

thought out. One page after another of short stories only one page long. They 

give us little windows and insights into the life of Pearl, a young girl growing up 

through adolescence, with a short one word title to every story on the left hand 

page which is otherwise left blank. The stories don’t give you the full picture but 

you read on hoping that things will become clearer. Pearl is a confusion of 

mixed emotions that arouses our sympathies but at the same time shocks us 

with her cruelty and we can only hope for some kind of happiness for her. Her 

behavior throughout continues to be astounding and her ventures to the woods 



reveal her fragility while she steps “out of her life” and into the world of nature. 

It is a book that lingers leaving you wondering and reflecting on how the mind 

can become so dangerously troubled and can distort events into something so 

significant that it changes the perception of the world around. 

 

Victoria Halliday 

‘Reasons She Goes To The Woods’, by Deborah Kay Davis, is a uniquely told 

coming-of-age story.  Told in a series of vignettes, each of the same length, the 

reader follows Pearl through her early childhood right through to the cusp of 

adulthood.  The novel is very easy to read, to the point that it’s easy to become 

lulled into a sense of false security – which the reader is very quickly jolted out 

of as the novel ends.  Pearl’s voice is very distinctive and her relationship with 

different family members drawn with incredible depth, notwithstanding the 

limited space in which the author has to describe them.  This is an 

interesting book and unforgettable novel – and one which makes me 

look forward to seeing what the author tackles next. 

 

Alison Greenacre  

A sparsely told dark story.  Not for everyone but an interesting read 

none the less.  

This story is told through 'moments' in  Pearl's life, moving from early years to 

teenager.  She has an unconventional family situation and unusual 

relationships which are revealed over the course of the book.  The structure, 

short vignettes, won't be for everyone.  I found it interesting and very powerful 

mechanism but ultimately I wanted more. More background on her family in 

particular her mother! 


